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TROUTMAN SANDERS LLP

MEMORANDUM

TO: File

FROM: T. Jerry Jackson

RE: First Response to Environmental Report Re: Tax Benefits

DATE: November 16, 2006

The Environmental Report can be found on the NRC website under "new reactors". In it, on
page 5.8-6 the following appears:

"Therefore, SNC used generic assumptions. SNC based
costs on reasonable assumptions supported by several
independent studies..

The following comments are in response to the NRC request for information concerning
the assumptions made in the tax revenue analysis contained in the Environmental Report:

1. Cost Range. The range of costs used as the basis for the tax estimates came from

confidential information filed by GPC with the Georgia Public Service Commission and from

estimates of costs to build a nuclear power plant in an MIT study done in 1993 and referenced in

the Environment Report.

Note: the following discussion and footnote might be helpful regarding comments to

assumptions 2. and 3.:

Because this is a preliminary estimate, the approach used for estimating tax impacts
will disregard the joint ownership arrangement and assumes that the two new units will
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be subject to ad valorem tax in Burke County as though owned by a single entity filing
on a non unit basis.'

1. This assumption treats all four joint owners in the same manner for ad valorem tax purposes which
differs from reality in Georgia. Because Georgia Power is taxed on a unit basis, its ad valorem tax
payments to Burke County will be calculated somewhat differently than those of the other joint owners.
Georgia Power's interest in the new units, in addition to increasing Burke County's ad valorem tax, could
increase the tax benefits to other Georgia Counties with properties owned by Georgia Power.

2. Joint Ownership Was Disregarded. The assumption here was that the nuclear plants

would be owned by a single entity instead of the existing joint ownership arrangement involving

Georgia Power owning 45.7%, OPC owning 30%, MEAG owning 22.7% and Dalton Utilities

owning 1.6%. This assumption is necessary for assumption 3 in that it makes the estimation

process easier if only one entity is considered. In reality the tax impact would not be the same

for each of the four (4) entities for a number of reasons. However, SNC does not have access to

all information necessary to estimate the tax impacts to the other owners. Calculating the tax

benefits individually by each of the four owners is beyond the scope of this preliminary estimate.

By assuming a single entity proxy ownership structure we avoided dealing with the multi-county

tax impact described above that would arise from a unit value tax approach such as is appropriate

for Georgia Power. In other words, for purposes of approximating the tax impact, the

assumption was made that both new units and associated infrastructure would be owned by a

single entity like MEAG or OPC (and not Georgia Power) so that the plant value could be

attributed to Burke County alone. Even though there is some negative bias in that MEAG /OPC

may be tax exempt for a portion of the tax, overall this assumption results in a bias which

overstates the tax to Burke County (see assumption 3).

3. Tax Benefits To Other Georgia Counties From GPC Ownership In The New

Units Was Disregarded, And All Tax Benefits Were Assumed To Accrue To Burke County.

This is more of a consequence of assumption 2 than an independent assumption. The bias of this

consequence is that it overstates the benefits to Burke County and understates the benefits to

other counties which would arise if Georgia Power's unitary filing were taken into account. The

order of magnitude of the bias is difficult to estimate because of the complexity of estimating the

impact of a utility filing on a unit basis.
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4. The Allowance For Funds Used During Construction ("AFUDC") Is

Estimated Assuming a Five Year Schedule From Groundbreaking To On-Line And Not On

An Actual Construction Schedule. This assumption is a generic assumption. It assumes a five

year build-out which appears to be a reasonable assumption which has no intrinsic bias but has

no validity at this time. The Environmental Report, however, also assumed that the AFUDC will

not significantly affect the tax benefit proposition. This is unlikely: although it is difficult to say

what tax benefits will come from AFUDC, it is more likely that the work in progress will be

subject to some level of taxation. While it is unclear how much tax benefits would accrue to

Burke County during construction, it will be more than zero, but much less than the completed

units will generate. Therefore, assuming this as zero results in a bias which understates the

benefits to Burke County.

5. Millage Rate Held Constant For The Forty Year Analysis. The rate used in

the analysis was the rate currently in effect in Burke County. The amount of the millage rate

directly relates to the amount of tax revenues generated and therefore the millage rate is largely a

function of Burke County's budget needs. It seems just as likely that the millage rate might be

increased as it might be decreased over this period and therefore the bias is not able to be

determined.

6. Forty Years Of Operation For Each Unit Was Assumed To Estimate

Depreciation And Rate Base Returns. The rate base return determines the income stream and

the income stream is used to estimate value. The rate base return is based on the amount of value

placed in the rate base to which the rate is applied in each of the 40 years. The amount of

property in the rate base declines over time with depreciation, and with it, income. The

Environmental Report assumed straight line depreciation over forty years which GPC considers

to be the most likely rate of depreciation for property placed in rate base. For GPC, this

assumption has no specific bias. For MEAG, OPC, and Dalton Utilities, there is no rate base and

therefore this depreciation rate may not be as significant. Because they are not in the rate base,

the 2 ½2% depreciation per year is not as relevant to their interests. Since GPC is not privy to
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such information, there is not sufficient information available to determine whether the bias is up

or down.

7. Rates Of Return Based On Market Costs Of Capital Will Be Received For

Property Placed In The Rate Base. Rates Of Return On Property Not Subiect To Rate

Regulation Is Assumed To Be Comparable To Rates Of Return For Property That Is. This

is a simplifying assumption that is also generic in the sense that one would expect the regulatory

authorities to provide rates of return which represent fair return on investment and this, in turn,

would lead to the assumption that whatever value is placed in the rate base is a close

approximation to the fair market value used for tax purposes. The last part of the assumption

relates to the three joint owners whose property is not in rate base. The bias here tends slightly

toward understating the tax revenue to Burke County.

8. The Total Cost of the Pro iect Is Approximately Equal To The Amount

Added To The Rate Base As A Result Of The Project. The point here is that we are assuming

that the total cost of construction will be included in the rate base which, because of market rates

of return, leads to the conclusion that the value of the units is approximately equal to the cost.

GPC believes this is a reasonable assumption and the bias tends slightly toward overstating tax

revenues since any cost that does not go into rate base could negatively affect values.

9. The Value Of Non-taxable Property On The Project Was Estimated To Be

19% Of The Total Value, But This Was Based on Fossil Fuel Plants. The 19% estimate is

probably on the high side even for coal--fired generating plants (it was derived from information

from coal-fired generating plants). In the case of nuclear units, we do not know what percentage

of the investment might be exempt from property tax but it could be considerably less than for

coal-fired plants. Without further research, we do not know what exempt property might be used

in constructing a nuclear plant. Thus, this assumption is likely significantly biased toward

understating the tax value of this plant in Burke County.
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10. Tax Payments To Alabama. Tax payments to Alabama were estimate solely on

ratio of Georgia to Alabama ad valorem tax rates. No information on Alabama's basis for their

tax rates was considered.
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